
 

 

Lawtrac 4.1.1 Release Notes 

Document Release: 1/9/2017 

 

This document details the system requirements and resolved issues included in Lawtrac™ 4.1.1. 

1 Installation Requirements 

Before you begin to install Lawtrac™ 4.1.1, ensure that your system meets the full Installation Requirements found 
in the Lawtrac Installation Guide. 

2 Resolved Issues 

This section describes the issues that are resolved in the Lawtrac™ 4.1.1 release. Each resolved issue is 
documented in the following format: 

 A description of the issue 

 Internal tracking code 

 Salesforce case number, if applicable 

Issue: “Error executing Database Query” error message was thrown after users added matter record. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-6751 
 
Issue: Conversion tool was providing incorrect conversion rates when converting from USD to foreign currency. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7107 
 
Issue: Country name, country code, and currency names were not updated with the current ISO standards. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7036 
 
Issue: Foreign currency rates were not converting correctly on invoices. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7035 
 
Issue: Error page displayed when navigating from Lawtrac to “Collaborati Settings.” 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7022 
 
Issue: Date Count was not consistent when submitting an invoice from outside counsel user via Collaborati with 
processing rule R502 enabled.  
Tracking code: LTCOL-6711  
 
Issue: Processing Rule R203 was not enforced correctly if outside counsel user submitted multiple invoices for a 
single firm.  
Tracking code: LTCOL-6689 
 
Issue: Invoice amount was not adjusted down to Company Rate on invoices with ‘Use One Rate Card Per 
Company’ processing rule enabled.  
Tracking code: LTCOL-6487 
 
Issue: User was able to change currency being converted in ‘Fees & Expenses’ section for invoices created 
without conversion. 



 

 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6149 
 
Issue:  Error page displayed after adding a new matter. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7213 
 
Issue: Error page displayed on removing Approved and/or Rejected Date from an invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7128  
 
Issue: Error page appeared after “Pass Along Selected” button clicked and user checked a checkbox on 
‘Finance>Last Handler’ page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7111 
 
Issue: The invoice amount and status at the top of the printable invoice did not match the original value on the 
main invoice screen. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7100 
 
Issue: Adjustments details "Amount increasing to" and "Adjustments Recorded" were not displaying correctly in 
the preview before saving. 
Tracking Code:  LTCOL-7098 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after updating ‘Rate, Unit Cost, and Adjustments’ together for an outside counsel 
invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7096 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after creating an invoice using timekeeper mapped with Collaborati. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7089 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after making adjustments on the Invoice Detail page.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7079 
 
Issue: Currency conversions did not function as designed for Invoice approval workflows that validate against 
invoice amount. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7056 
 
Issue: “Time Lag” error appeared while report was being created when reports had large number of values. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7041 
 
Issue: Invoice Start and End dates were not converted correctly when invoice was synced from Collaborati to 
Lawtrac and rule 501 was enabled.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7023 
 
Issue: R202 was not enforced per matter for a multi-matter invoice from outside counsel and Collaborati. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7009 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after regular users downloaded a report in Excel format. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6978 
 
Issue: Miscalculated line item amount was displayed in ‘Adjustment history’ with rule adjustment already applied. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6948 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after opening ‘Report Writer’ report in ‘Group Format’. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6947 
 



 

 

Issue: Blank document was displayed after opening the downloaded Excel “Report Writer” report. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6945 
 
Issue: Approval Date validation message did not display on Rejected Summary/Detailed invoice when ‘Lock 
Approval and Reject Dates of Invoices’ setting was disabled.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6938 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after new report category (group) was added. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6937 
 
Issue: Trash icon did not display after first adjustment made to line item of an invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6909 
 
Issue: Logs for ‘Rate Card’ uploaded from an OC user were not displayed to In-House user on the ‘People > 
Firms & Vendors’ page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6797 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after navigating to ‘Primary Information’ page of any matter. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6789 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after In-House user navigated to ‘Release’ page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6769 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after ‘Recently Received’ link was clicked on ‘Finance > Invoice Management’ page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6761 
 
Issue: Discount submitted with an Invoice from Collaborati was displayed in both ‘Adjustment’ and ‘Discount’ 
fields. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6723 
 
Issue: In-House adjustments less than ‘0.50’ were not displayed as In-House Adjustments under ‘Fees & 
Expenses’ section on an invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6722 
 
Issue: Rule Adjustment was mislabeled as an In-House Adjustment after the adjustment was deleted from a line 
item. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6699 
 
Issue: “Total Invoice Amount” displayed in Collaborati was miscalculated upon receiving ‘In House’ adjustment 
from Lawtrac to the line item for the submitted foreign currency detailed invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6684 
 
Issue: Rule 101 was not enforced when Rule 200 was broken. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6650 
 
Issue: Warning Flag was generated for line item of a matter not violating R300 Processing Rule after a Multi-
Matter LEDES invoice was uploaded with R300 enabled.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6617 
 
Issue: Currency exchange dropdown menu was displayed with an Invoice submitted from Collaborati. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6598 
 



 

 

Issue: Staff rate cards on a firm-level freeze prevented Outside Counsel users from adding lower values on both 
firm-level and matter-level LEDES codes. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6596 
 
Issue: Incorrect rate card criteria count displayed after selecting Matter, Fiscal Year, and Firm from Freeze Rate 
Card page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6574 
 
Issue: Outside Counsel adjustment was displayed under ‘Other’ option under ‘Fees and Expenses’ section for a 
summary invoice. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6534 
 
Issue: Processing rules were not displayed on Outside Counsel screen from ‘Finance > LEDES Rules’ page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6509 
 
Issue: Regular user was able to edit ‘Approval Chain’ after ‘Edit’ permissions were disabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6484 
 
Issue: User was able to submit an Invoice using Fee Items when ‘All Disbursement Items To Company Rate 
Card’ setting was enabled.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6475 
 
Issue: Regular user was able to edit invoice ‘VAT & TAXES’ and ‘TEXT’ sections after ‘Edit an Invoice’ 
permissions were disabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6405 
 
Issue: Non-admin Outside Counsel user had access to view LEDES categories when ‘Hide LEDES Categories 
from Non-Administrators’ setting was enabled. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6358 
 
Issue: Non-admin Outside Counsel user had ability to update the status of a matter when ‘Only Outside Counsel 
in Lead Role Can Edit Main Matter Information’ setting was enabled.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6353 
 
Issue: Detailed invoice created by Outside Counsel was automatically rejected when same LEDES code was 
used for two line items. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6300 
 
Issue: User was unable to augment an invoice sent from Collaborati. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6284 
 
Issue: Currency codes GGP, IMP, JEP, SPL, TVD, XDR need to be removed from Lawtrac database. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6283 
 
Issue: ‘Look at User Name’ and ‘Look at Password’ rules were not enforced properly when updating password for 
an existing in-house user. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6277 
 
Issue: Admin user was unable to make a Lawtrac vendor fully inactive in Collaborati. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6110 
 
Issue: Super user was unable to release in-house after all required fields were clicked.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6083 



 

 

 
Issue: Invoice log details pop-up was not displayed on Invoice Logs page for logs generated after modifying 
“Invoice Period” and “Invoice Date” on any invoice.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6042 
 
Issue: When uploaded from Outside Counsel screen, instance did not distinguish between Fee and Expense line 
items defined in LEDES.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5804 
 
Issue: Error page displayed after clicking Multi-Matter Invoice on Invoice List page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5445 
 
Issue: Rate Duplication and Rate Deletion were not recorded in Vendor Activities log. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-4757 
 
Issue: Invoice status changed to “Pending” after ‘rejected date’ on a rejected invoice was changed.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-4731 
 
Issue: Total invoice amount displayed four digits after the decimal point when super user changed an invoice 
matter. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7177 
 
Issue: ColdFusion Error displayed after ‘Employee Directory > My Associated’ link was clicked. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-7084 
 
Issue: Matter-level update rate card logs were generated twice on Rate Card Logs page. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6567 
 
Issue: Description of LEDES Processing Rules was not displayed for Outside Counsel users. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6497 
 
Issue: Invoice with duplicate name was created after attempting to change an invoice number.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6265 
 
Issue: Text display on Matter Level Rate Cards was not consistent between In-House users and Outside Counsel 
users.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6234 
 
Issue: Invoice number was not displayed on logs generated after ‘Matter of an Invoice’ was updated. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5656 
 
Issue: Invoice logs were not generated on ‘Invoice’ page after super user deleted an invoice.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-5573 
 
Issue: Summary invoice was rounded to whole number on ‘Other Amount’ and ‘Current’ total.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6999 

 
Issue: Rejected invoices submitted with a timekeeper without a rate card were not visible in Lawtrac, and no 
messages were displayed in Collaborati explaining the rejection.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6998 
 
Issue: Rate requests were rejected when non-current fiscal year was entered. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6997 



 

 

 
Issue: Lawtrac and Collaborati were not validating inactive vendors.  
Tracking Code: LTCOL-3689 
 
Issue: Rule adjustment amount vanished after expanding line item that contained the rule adjustment. 
Tracking Code: LTCOL-6697 
 

Issue: Rate requests with start/end dates that matched a non-current fiscal year were rejected.  

Tracking code: LTCOL-6997 
 

Issue: Rejected invoices persisted in Lawtrac, and Collaborati-side users were not supplied with a reason for the 
invoice rejection.  

Tracking code: LTCOL-6998 
 

Issue: ‘Current’ column for Fees and Expenses rounded amounts rather than displaying exact value. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-6999 
 
Issue: Reports created with Report Writer could not be ran in Excel via the Full Report link.    
Tracking code: LSP-5547 
 
Issue: Synced invoices from Collaborati did not convert Start and End dates correctly when Rule 501 was 

enabled. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7023 
 
Issue: Conversion errors occurred when Collaborati invoices were submitted in a foreign currency (non-USD). 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7035 
 
Issue: Foreign currency (non-USD) invoice conversion blocked invoice approval workflows from completed as 

designed. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7056 
 
Issue: Country and currency codes were not updated to ISO standards. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7065 
 
Issue: Screens with more than 25 pages did not wrap properly. 
Tracking code: LSP-5930 
 
Issue: For Collaborati invoices with more than one line item, rate card checking only checked the first 

timekeeper’s rates. 
Tracking code: LSP-6160 
 
Issue: When adding a new Reserve, Fiscal Years available did not match those set by administrator.  
Tracking code: LSP-5938 
Case Number: 2016-0803-265091 
 
Issue: Performance was negatively affected by extraneous code executed during loop.  
Tracking code: LTCOL-7417 
 
Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7417 
 
 



 

 

Issue: Rate fiscal year is assigned incorrectly by Lawtrac causing rates to get rejected 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7530 
 
Issue: Secondary firms/vendors and changes to matter name or number did not sync back to Collaborati. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7495 
 

Issue: Syncs that “timed-out” disrupted flagging functionality based on date of last sync. 

Tracking code: LTCOL-7428  
 
Issue: Invoices with the same number and firm/vendor were permitted in Lawtrac.  
Tracking code: LTCOL-7506 
 
Issue: Matters assigned to multiple vendors simultaneously caused duplicate record creation in Collaborati after 
sync. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7573 
 
Issue: Reopening a closed matter caused duplicate record creation in Collaborati after sync. 
Tracking code: LTCOL-7578 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


